
Miracle of Me Crystal Grid Class 

“I celebrate myself without fear, shame, embarrassment or guilt. I am a miracle.” 

We will build the crystal grid called The Miracle of Me which includes the message above. 
We will discuss the power of healing crystals and what each stone on this grid represents. 
This grid is part of the book Divine Grids: Celebration of Crystal Healing by Rebecca Cohen. 
 
The cost of the class is $35 pp ($30 pp if you bring a friend) which includes a colored print of the grid 
for you to use and frame as desired.  The crystals will be available for purchase at Rina’s Rocks.  
The list of stones to complete the grid are: Fluorite, Picture jasper, Jade, Citrine (2), Kyanite (2), 
Amazonite, Aqua aura (2), Tiger eye, Obsidian, Goldstone and Amethyst. 

The healing meaning of this grid will also be reviewed 
including issues that can be alleviated using this specific 
grid.   
We will do a healing session based on the protocol in the 
book so we can get the full energetic healing of this grid 
during the class. 

We will use a technique using Kyanite or Pure Love 
technique to help clear the stones of any negative energy.  
You can bring your own stones for clearing to use on the 
grid.  Kyanite helps to cut the cords of negative energy. 

Please join us! 

Class will run approximately 90 minutes.  The class is Friday June 12th at 7:00 PM. 
Please RSVP with Rina or Marcia at Rina’s Rocks, 215-443-7625, or use https://quickclick.com/r/3n9vv 
(or if bringing a friend for $30, use:  https://quickclick.com/r/5o7dw) to register.  
Space is limited to 15 so sign up today!  Rina’s Rocks is located at 42 S York Road, Hatboro, PA.   

You can purchase the book Divine Grids: Celebration of Crystal Healing by Rebecca Cohen on 
www.amazon.com for about $20 with the following link:  http://www.amazon.com/Divine-Grids-
Celebration-Crystal-healing/dp/1503017699/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1429055702&sr=8-
1&keywords=crystal+grids+divine+healing    NOTE:  The book is NOT necessary for the class. 
 
About the instructor: 
Joanna Chodorowska is an advanced The Path To Heal practitioner with over 4 years of study under 
Rebecca Cohen, the founder and creator of this healing modality.  Through her intuitive healing, 
Joanna can help you release the underlying fears that are keeping you stuck in negative patterns or 
inability to move forward into further spiritual enlightenment.  
www.nutrition-in-motion.net/services/path-to-heal for information about The Path To Heal sessions 
or call 215-272-6774 to contact Joanna.  Her email is joanna@n-im.net 
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